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Internetwork Protocol Approaches
JONATHAN B . POSTEL

(Invited Paper)
host network interface (hardware and software) can be viewed
as providing an interprocess communication system.
When anew
hostcomputer
is to be connected to an
existing network,itmustimplementtheprotocol
layers
necessary to match the existing protocol used in the network.
The new host must join the netwol'k-wide interprocess communication system so the processes in thathost can communicate with processes in other hosts in the network.
The interconnection of networksrequires that the processes
in the hosts of the interconnected networks
have a common
interprocess communication system. This may be achieved by
INTRODUCTION
HE motivations for constructing computer communication converting the networks to a new interprocess communication
networks-data and program exchange and sharing, remote system, by converting one or more levels of protocol t o new
protocols, or by translating between pairs ofinterprocess
access to resources, etc.-are also motivationsforinterconcommunication
systems at their points of contact.
necting networks. This follows from the observation that the

Abstract-The motivation for interconnecting networks is to provide
one
or more consistent services to the set of users of theinterconnected
networks. To provide theseservices either new end-toend service protocols
be
must be defined or the service protocols of the individual networks must
made to intenvork. In either casetheissues
of addressing, routing,
buffering, flow control, error control, and security must be considered.
Two examples of interconnectionstrategy are examined:theinterconnection of X.25 networks, and theinterconnection of ARPA research
networks. The models for interconnection of networksandtherole of
internetwork protocols are discussed.

T

power of a communication system is related to the number of
potential participants.
Thispaper first discusses afewkey concepts involved in
computer communication networks. The view that computer
networks provide aninterprocesscommunication
facility is
presented. The datagram and virtual circuit services are compared.Theinterconnection
device or gateway is discussed.
The relation of the interconnection issues to the open systems
architecture is described.
In this
paper,
twoapproachestointernetworking
are

DATAGRAMS AND CIRCUITS

Twotypesof
service are commonly discussed as appropriate forthenetwork-providedinterprocesscommunication
service: datagrams and virtual circuits.
Datagrams are one-shot simple messages. They are inherently unreliable since they travel one-way and are not
acknowledged.
Datagrams
may
also arrive in a different
orderthansent
(atleastin
some networks).Datagramsare
simple to implement since they do not require the networks
or gateways to record andupdatestateinformation.Datac h a r a c t e r i z e d : the public data n e t w o r k s y s t e m as i m p l i e d by
grams must
carry
complete address information in each
the CCITT X.75 Recommendationandthe
ARPAexperimessage. The transmission ofdatagrams bya process is via
mental internetwork. These two systems illustrate the virtual
send and receive actions.
circuit andthedatagramapproachestonetworkinterconVirtualcircuits
(or connections) are designed to be renection, respectively. The vast majority of the work on interliable and to deliver data in the order sent. Implementationof
connecting networks falls into one ofthese two approaches.
virtualcircuits is complicated by the need for the networks
or gateways to record and update state information. Virtual
INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION
circuits are created through an exchange of messages to set
up the circuit; when use terminates, an exchange of messages
While discussing computer communication, it is useful to 'tears down the circuit. During the data transmission phase, a
recall that the communication takes place at the request and short form address or circuit identifier may be used in place
agreement of processes, i.e., computer programs in execution.
of the actual address. To use a virtual circuit a process must
Processes are theactors
in thecomputercommunication
perform actions to cause the virtual circuit t o be created (call
environment; processes are the senders and receivers of data.
setup) and terminated, as well as the actions to send and reProcessesoperate in host computers or hosts.
ceive data.
Theprotocols usedin constructingthecommunications
Datagrams provide a transaction type service while virtual
capabilityprovide
an interprocesscommunication
system.
circuits provide a connectiontype
service. Each of these
Fig. 1 shows howthecombinationofthenetworkandthe
services is needed in a general purpose communication environment. Datagrams are mostefficientfortransactiontypeinManuscriptreceivedJune15,1979;revisedDecember
18, 1979. formation requests such as directory assistance or weather
This work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency
reports. Virtualcircuitsare
useful for terminal access to
under Contract DAHC15 72 C 0308, ARPA Order 2223.
interactive
computer
systems
for file transfer betweencomThe author is with the Information Sciences Institute, University of
Southern California, Marina del Rey, CA 90291.
puters.
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The translation
approach
to
network
interconnection
raises several issues. Success in protocoltranslation seems
inversely correlatedwiththeprotocol
level. At the lower
levels, protocoltranslation causes no problems because the
physical level andlink levels are hop-by-hop in nature. It
should be noted,though,thatdifferentprotocols
even at
these low levels may have impact on the reliability, throughput,and
delaycharacteristics
ofthetotalcommunication
system.
At the network and transport levels, the issues of message
size, addressing, and flow control become critical. Unless one
--\-/requires that only messages thatcan be transmitted on the
network with the smallest maximum message size be sent, one
-_ INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEY BOUNDARY
must provide forthefragmentationand
reassembly of mesP
PROCESS
sages. That is, the division ofa long message into parts for
transmission through a small message size network, and the
H
HOST
reconstruction of those parts into the original message at the
NINETWORKINTERFACE
destination. The translation of addresses is a difficult problem
Fig. 1 . Communicationsnetwork.
when one network or transport level protocol provides a larger
address space than the corresponding protocol to be translated
to. When end-to-end flow control mechanismsareused,
as
theycommonly are intransport level protocols, difficulties
arise when theunitscontrolled
are different. For example,
when oneprotocolcontrolsoctetsandthe
corresponding
protocol controls letters. More difficulties arise with potential
differencein
themodelof
flow control.Forexample,
a
difference between pre- andpostallocation, or between the
allocation of buffer space and the allocation of transmission
rate.
At higher levels, the problems are more difficult because
U of the increased state information kept and the lower likeliH
HOST
hoodofone-to-onetranslation
of individual protocol mesC
GATEWAY
sages. A furtherdifficulty is that each level furthermultiFig. 2. Interconnectednetworks.
plexes the communication so that each connection or stream
orchannel or virtualcircuitmust
be separately translated.
It should be noted that neither of the
specific interconnecGATEWAYS
tion approaches discussed in this paper attempts higher level
Two or more networks are connected via a device (or pair protocol translation.
Gateways may be thought of as having a “half” for each
of devices) called a gateway. Such a device may appear t o each
networktheyinterconnect.
One couldmodeltheoperation
network as simply a host on that network (Fig. 2 ) .
of a gateway as having each gateway-half contain procedures
Some gatewayssimplyread
messages fromonenetwork
(unwrapping them from that network‘s packaging), compute t o convert from a network specific protocol into a standard
protocol and vice versa (Fig. 3).
a routing function, and send messages into another network
(wrapping them in that network‘s packaging). Since the netRELATION TO OPEN SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
works involved may be implemented using different’ media,
such as leased lines or radio transmission, this type of gateway
In relation totheopen
systems architecture,theinteris called a media-conversion gateway.
connection of networks focuses on levels 3 and 4 [ l ] .
Other gatewaysmay translatetheprotocol
used inone
To review, the
open
systems architecture defines the
network to that usedin another network by replacing mes- following levels of protocol:
sages received from one network with different messages with
the same protocol semantics sent into another network.
This
Function
Level
type of gateway is called a protocol-translation gateway.
Application
I
It shouldbe
clear thatthedistinctionbetween
mediaPresentation
6
conversion andprotocol-translation
is one of degree: the
Session
5
media-conversiongateways bridge the gap between differing
Transport
4
Network
3
linkand physical level protocols, while protocol-translation
Link
2
gateways bridge the gap between
differing
networkand
Physical
1
higher level protocols.

--

----/-----
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Thelower levels, the physical andthelink
levels, are
hop-by-hop in nature and present n o interconnection issues
in terms of compatibility, although there may
be someperformance concerns.
The higher levels, the session level, the presentation level,
and the application level, have so many compatibility requirementsthatit
seems quite unlikely thatinterconnectionof
different protocols at thoselevels will be workable.
Thus, it is at the network level and the transport level that
the interconnection of networks finds
issues of concern.
Thenetwork level corresponds totheinterfacetodatagram service, and the transport level corresponds to the interface to virtual circuit service.
In some networks, the network level and datagram service
have been hiddenfromthe
user,forcing considerationof
network interconnection at the transportlevel.

U

Fig. 5.

Interconnection of PDN’s.

INTERCONNECTION O F X.25 NETWORKS

Introduction
The public data networks (PDNs) that follow the
CCITT
X.25 Recommendation [ 2 ] are to be interconnected via an
interface specified in CCITT Recommendation X.75 [3].
Recommendation X.25 specifies theinterfacebetweenthe
customer’s equipment, called thedataterminalequipment
(DTE); and the network equipment,
called the data circuitterminating equipment (DCE). Recommendation X.25 implies
a virtual circuit operation. Thus, the PDN’s offer an interface
to a virtual circuit transport level protocol. Fig. 4 shows the
model ofa PDN virtual circuit.
Theinterfacebetweentwo
PDN’s specifiedinRecommendation X.75 is quite similar to that in Recommendation
X.25. The equipment on either side of this interface is called
a signaling terminal (STE). The STE-STE interface is much
like the DTE-DCE interface.The STE-STE interconnection
is a split gateway with each gateway-half in a physical device
controlled by the PDN connected to that gateway-half. Fig. 5
shows the interconnection ofPDN’s.
Theinterconnectionof
PDN’svia X.75 interfaces results
in a series of virtual circuits. Each section is a distinct entity
with separate flow control, error recovery, etc. Fig. 6 shows a
PDN transmission pathwithtwo virtual circuits (VC’s) and
five separate flow control (FC) steps.

uuuuu
VC 2

VC 1
FCB
VC

FCA

FC C

FC FCD

E

V i r t u aCl i r c u i t

F FCl o w

Control

Fig. 6.

PDNtransmissionpath.

Addressing
The address field is variable in length up to 15 digits, with
each digit coded in a 4 bit field. The maximum address is then
60 bits (about 8 octets).

Routing
The user has noinfluence over routing used. To create
the series of virtual circuits, a series of call setups establishes
a fixed route (between pairs of STE’s at least). State information must be kept for each call in the source and destination
DTE’s and DCE’s and in each STEin the route.
Buffering and Flow Control
Each portion of the total path is a distinct virtual circuit.
Each virtualcircuithas
anindependentflowcontrol
(and
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particular to that PDN). In addition,there is flow control
across each STE-STE interface. All this flow control is on a
per call basis. This stepwiseflow
control may intr,oduce
delay in the total path that could be avoided with an end-toend scheme.
There are someconcernsabouttheinteraction
of two
types of flow control implemented in PDN’s. One type allows
one message in transit from source DCE to destination DCE
atanyonetime.Theother
allows multiple messages t o be
in transit, the number being determined by the flow control
window.

Acknowledgment
Each portion of thetotalpath
hasan acknowledgment.
The user to network interface also has an acknowledgment.
This local acknowledgment means onlythatthe
first PDN
has acceptedthe message fortransmission, notthatithas
arrived at the destination.

Recovery
The X.25 and X.75 Recommendationsdonot
specify
how the PDN’s deal with errorsinternally. If unrecoverable
errors occur, the network will signal a Reset, which apparently
means that the virtual circuit still exists, but the flow control
is reset and messages may have been lost. More serious errors
result in the call being cleared.
Because ofthe fixed routenatureofthemultinetwork
path, an STEfailure disrupts the communication.

Security
The X.25/X.75 Recommendationsdonot
security features.

provide any

Header Stvcture
Once the call is established, a header i s only 3 octets. The
call setup headers are substantially longer, typically 20 octets,
but possibly as large as 166 octets. Thereis a tradeoff between
header size andstateinformationkept;
in the PDN’s, the
tradeoff has been made toward small headers and large state,
The details of the headers are shown in AppendixI.

Summary
The most important aspect of theinterconnection
of
PDN’s is that service provided to the using process is a virtual
circuit with essentially the same properties a single PDN would
have provided. This is done by concatenatinga series of
virtual circuits to .provide the total path, resulting in a fixed
route through a setof network interconnection points.
INTERCONNECTION OF ARPA RESEARCH NETWORKS

Introduction
The ARPA sponsored research on interconnections of
networks has let-to a two-level protocol to support theequivalentfunction
of the’ PDN’s X.25/X.75 service. TheARPA
sponsored work on networks has developed an internet protocol (IP) [4], and a transmission control protocol (TCP) [5].
TCP is a logical connectiontransportprotocoland
is a
level 4 protocol in the OSA modelof protocolstructure.

W

Fig. 7.

End-to-end connection.

The IP is a datagram protocol.The collection ofinterconnected networks is called an internet. IP is the network protocol of the internet and this
is a level 3 protocol in the OSA
model. The actual networks usedareof various kinds (e.g.,
the ARPANET,radio networks, satellite networks,and ring
or cable networks) and are referred to’as local networks even
though they may span continents or oceans. The interface to
a local network is a local network protocol or LNP.Fig. 7
shows the model of an end-to-end connection.
In the A V A model,thenetworksinterconnect
via a
single device called a gateway. A gateway is a host on two
or more networks. Fig. 8 shows the ARPA modelof the
interconnection of networks.
Each network addresses a gateway on it in the same way it
addresses any other host o n it. The information required t o
deliver a message t o a destination in the internet is carried in
the IP header. The IP is implemented in the gateways and in
hosts. A sending host prepares a datagram(which is an IP
header and the original message) and then selects a gateway
in its own nettoforwardthe
datagram. The sending host
then sends the datagram wrapped in a local network packet
to thatgateway.
A gateway receives a packet fromoneofthe
local networks to which it is attached, and unwraps the IP datagram. The gateway then examines theIP header anddetermines the next gateway (or destination host) address in one
of the local networks it is directly connectedto.The gateway then sends the datagram with its IP header in a new local
net packet to thatgateway (or host).
The IP has n o provision for flow control or error control
on the data portion of the message (the IP headers are checksummed). There’ are no acknowledgmentsof
IP messages.
The IP is simple andthe gateway may be implemented in
small’machines. A key point is that a gateway has no state
information t o record about a message. At the IP level, there
are no connections or virtual circuits.
The IP does not provide a service equivalent to the PDN’s
X.25/X.75.
To
provide that
type
of
end-to-end
reliable
ordered delivery of data theARPA internet uses TCP.
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IP headermay be consideredaddress information. The TCP
provides a .twooctetport
field. Thetotal of the address
length is then seven octets. Provision hasbeenmade
for a
host to have several addresses, so the host field is sometimes
called the logical host field. Thetotal address is theconcatenatior, of the network, host, protocol, and port
fields.
Routing
Normally, the user has no influence over theroute used
between the gateways. There is no call setup and the route
may vary from one message to the next. No state information
is kept in the gateways.
A user mightinsertasource
routingoption in theIP
header to cause that particular message to be routed through
specific gateways.

Bufferingand Flow Control

I

--

Fig. 8. ARPA model of interconnection of networks.
HOST

HOST

GATEWAY

There is n o flow control mechanismin the IP. The gateways donotcontrolthe
flow onconnectionsfortheyare
unaware of connections or any relation between one message
and the next message. The gateways may protect themselves
against congestion bydropping messages. When agateway
drops a message because ofcongestion,it
may report this
fact to the source of the
message.
The TCP uses end-to-end flow control using windows
on a per logical connection basis.

Acknowledgment

DG

DG

I

The IP has n o provision for acknowledgments. TheTCP
uses acknowledgments for both error control and flow control.
The TCPacknowledgmentsare
not directly available to the
user.

VC h F C

Recovery

DG

DATAGRAM

VC

V I R T UCAI LR C U I T

F CF L O d

CONTROL

Fig. 9.

ARPA model of transmission path.

Errors in a network or gateway result in a message being
dropped, and the
sender mayor may not be notified. This
inherent unreliabilityin the IP level allows it to besimple
and requires the end-to-enduse of a reliable protocol.
TCP provides the reliable end-to-end functions to recover
fromanylost
messages. The TCP uses a 'positive acknowledgment,timeout,and
retransmissionscheme
to ensure
delivery of all data. Each messageis coveredby an end-toend checksum.
Because of the potential of alternate routing, the end-toendcommunication
maybe
able tocontinue despite the
failure of a gateway.

TCP uses end-to-end mechanisms to ensure reliable ordered
delivery of data over a logical connection. It uses flow control,
positive acknowledgments with time out and
retransmission,
sequence numbers, etc., to achieve these goals. Fig. 9 shows
theconceptual transmission path inthis 'interprocesscommunicationsystem,pointingoutthe
datagram (DG) path
between the IP modules and the virtual circuit path between
the TCP modules at the source and destination and the
flow
Security
control (FC) at thatlevel.
ARPAhasusedthese
techniques tointerconnect several
The IP provides an option tocarry the security, precedence,
very differentnetworks
including the ARPANET, packet and user groupinformationcompatiblewith
AUTODIN 11.
radio nets, a satellite net, and several local networks.
The enforcement of these parameters is up to each network,
and only AUTODIN I1 is prepared to do so.
Addressing
The TCP end-to-end checksum covers all the address
The size ofthe
address in this experimental system is information (source and destination network, host, protocol,
fixed. The IP provides a one octet network field and a three and port), so if the checksum test is successful the address
fields have not been corrupted.
octet host field. Also a one octet protocol identifier in the
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Header Structure

from
particular in

internetwork
protocol
the

model sug-

The IP header is 20 octets (plus options,if used), but gested in a paper by Cerf and Kahn i6].
there is no call setupandno
gateway stateinformation.
CONCLUSION
Thus, at the IP level, the header size versus state information
tradeoff hasbeen madetoward large headerandlittle
(no)Both
the PDN’s andthe ARPA networks are interconinformation.
nected
state
b$&establishing
The
protocols.
standard
PDN’s provide
The TCP header is 20 octets (plus option, if used). Thereavirtualcircuit
service by concatenatingthe virtualcircuit
is a connection establishment procedure called the “three-way services of the individual networks. The ARPA networks use
handshake,” and significant state information is kept. In this two
levels of protocol t o provide both datagram and virtual
case, there are both large headers and large state tables. The circuit services.
details oftheheaders
are showninAppendix
11.
. .\
Additional discussion of theinterconnectionof
PDN’s is
:** provided
in [ 7 ] , [8]. In another paperin this issue Boggs
Summary
et al. presentin detailanotherexampleofnetworkinterThe ARPA networks are interconnected by using a com- connection using the datagram approach [ 9 ] .
mon datagram protocol t o provide addressing
(and
thus
The issues of network interconnection have been discussed
routing)informationand
an end-to-endtransportprotocol
for at least 5 years (for example, McKenzie [ 101 ). The recent
to provide reliable sequenced data connections.
expositions by Sunshine [l 11 , Cerf and Kirstein [ 121 , and
This model has evolved fromthe ARPANET experience, Gien and Zimmermann [ 131 ,are particularly recommended.
’

APPENDIX I
X.75 HEADER FORMATS
The call request and the data packet formats are illustrated here. These typify the X.75 packet formats.
All the X.75 packets are the same in the first two octets. The formatfield indicated the type of packet.

Call Request
The call request packet is variable in length from a practical minimum of 11 octets to an unlikely maximum of 160 octets.
Format

I ChannelGroup

Channel Number
Type
SrcAdrLenDstAdrLen
Destination Address
then
Source Address
( maximum 15 octets 1

Network Utilities Data
(

maximum 62 o c t e t s 1
L

0

0

User
Facilities
Len

User Facilities Data
(

I

maximum 62 octets 1

User Data
(

maximum 16 o c t e t s

)
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The Data packet has a three octet header.
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APPENDIX I1
ARPA PROTOCOL HEADER FORMATS
Every datagram carries the basic IP header. Every TCP segment transmitted carries the basic TCP header.

Inteniet Protocol
The ARPA IP has a basic header of 20 octets, and may carry a variable number of options up to a total
length of 60 octets.

I

i

1

Version

Header . , L e n g t h

Type of Service

.

I
t

2

.

3

Total L e n g t h

4
5

Identification
Flags

1

6

Fr agrnen t

7

8

O f fset

Time, t o Live

.

...

1

.

..

9

.

Protocoi

10
11

Checksum

12
13

P
Source Address

14
15

.

.

i6

.

17

i8
19

20

I

Data or T C P Header

I
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Transmission Control Protocol
The basic TCP header is 20 octets, and theheader may be up to60 octets long if options are used.

L
=
l
t
t
’“

SourcePort

DestinatigfiPort

t

Sequence Number

t

t
Data O f f s e t
ControlFlags

t

Window

Checksum

UrgentPointer

Data
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